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By the time you read this we will be well and truly into the New Year and probably thinking about 

Easter Eggs and another lot of holidays. However, it’s not too late to think about a new year’s 

resolution or setting some goals for 2017. It’s always dangerous to make resolutions or set goals in 

the heat of the moment when you have had too much to eat and drink over Christmas and the 

holiday spirit has made you optimistic enough to think you can achieve great things in the year to 

come. However, without resolutions nothing changes and another year can pass you by and you end 

up just being twelve months older but not necessarily twelve months wiser. 
 

So in the cold (in Tasmania anyway!) sober light of February here is a chance to consider some 

New Year resolutions for your fishing for 2017. You may remember I was foolish enough to 

mention my resolutions for 2016. I set myself the goal of catching one new species on fly each 

month of the year. Taken literally, I failed, as there were several months when I didn’t add a new 

species or even land a fish. However, thanks to a successful trip to Christmas Island I did manage to 

end the year with twelve new species on fly. 
 

This year I am not going to be as ambitious, certainly not as ambitious as the person who posted 

this To Do List on Facebook recently. As much as I would like to fish all the time I know the 

realities of life would never let me achieve these goals. 

 

.  

 

Instead, I have set myself three simple resolutions for this year to improve my casting and fishing. I 

want to share them with you because I think they could be as valuable for you as they will be for 

me. 
 

My first resolution is to clean my fly lines more often. Now this all depends on how you define 

clean. In the past my definition of clean has been a quick rinse under the tap or occasionally a soak 

in a bucket of soapy water. When you fish the pristine lakes and river of Tasmania or New Zealand 

(Didymo aside) this is probably adequate. When you fish some of the mainland inland rivers and 

lakes or saltwater estuaries a little more attention is required. 
 

One of the very first things my mentor and Master Casting Instructor, Roy Wybrow, did when I 

turned up for some casting lessons many years ago was to pull out a cloth and clean my fly line. 

Even though the line was relatively new and had only been cast on grass Roy was quick to point out 

the amount of dirt that was left behind on his nice clean cloth. Sometimes we tend to forget the 

important first lessons we are taught. While sorting out my collection of fly lines over the holiday I 



couldn’t help but notice that some of them were not as clean as they should be. I know this because 

I spent a long time checking tapers trying to identify lines which had been stored in plastic bags 

without labels (another lesson to be learnt here!) 

 
 
 

Resolution number two is to make one less false cast. Every false cast you make takes time and 

effort. Every false cast you make has the potential to spook a fish. At this stage of my life saving 

effort is a high priority and not spooking fish when I do get the chance to cast to them is an even 

higher priority.  
 

If you have ever wondered why those people with soft plastics or hard bodied lures often out fish 

we fly fishers you only have to do a time and motion study to find the answer. They make no false 

casts; they use super slippery braid lines for distance and end up with their lures covering more 

water more often.  Fly fishers, on the other hand,  usually make several false casts, use dirty fly 

lines that travel less distance and spend too much time retrieving flies from trees. 
 

 

 

Maybe this doesn’t apply to your fly fishing but I know it pretty much describes what happens to 

me. I get lazy about cleaning lines; I get lazy and make too many false casts and I get lazy and 

don’t watch my back cast enough. My resolution this year is to concentrate on cutting down my 

back casts. I plan to take note of the number of false casts I make and consciously work towards a 

maximum of one. And as I use more roll and spey casts I hope to be able to catch more fish with no 

false cast at all. 

 
 

My final resolution is to buy a new fly line. This will be the easiest to achieve although the most 

expensive. As I mentioned earlier I spent some time during the holidays sorting out fly lines. What 

I discovered was that some of the freshwater fly lines were up to ten years old. During that time 

there have been great advances in technology and taper. A new fly line would be an opportunity to 

choose a taper specifically suited to the type of fishing I do. These days you can find tapers 

designed for presentation, distance, nymphing, shooting heads, and spey casting. They have new 



surfaces which will make the line shoot better and new cores which will help hook set and feel. The 

old fly lines will still work but a new one will work better. In fact, I think a new fly line will work 

so well I will find it hard to be limited to just one 

. 

So there you have my three new year’s resolutions for 2017. If you can identify with any of the 

challenges I find in my fly fishing you might like to consider adding these to your list. I’ll report 

back at the end of the year but I am confident I have chosen wisely. At the end of the year I will be 

twelve months older and hopefully, twelve months wiser. I hope you think about making some 

resolutions and become a better fly fisher in 2017.  

                                                                                                           Allan Ekert   
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